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The influence of Alfred Russel Wallace on 
Ebenezer Howard

‘The proposals in your little book, ‘Tomorrow’, embody two great features of 
vital importance. 1) the laying out and building of towns or cities, with every 
provision for health and enjoyment, with central parks and gardens, grand 
avenues and wide roads, with an ample area of open country around them, 
devoted to gardens fields, meadows and woodlands, never to be built 
upon. and 2) the securing that the whole of the land shall after a few years, 
become the property of the city itself, the rentals of which will probably be 
more than sufficient for all public purposes, including not only the supply of 
water and light, but also of free education and free locomotion within the city 
limited for all.’

Letter from AR Wallace to E Howard - undated

(WCPS5126.5633 Natural History Museum)



I
Utopian traditions



‘Spread the people’

‘For the whole of its existence (1889 – 1965) the LCC itself, irrespective of the party 
in power, also encouraged and promoted the process of ‘decentralization’ or 
‘dispersal’…The LCC’s long commitment to dispersal highlights the persistence 
among all British political parties of the puritan distaste for cities and urban life.

In this way a series of suburban LCC cottage estates sprang into existence in outer 
London, larger by far than the pre-war estates but no less devoid of facilities…These 
developments set a standard for decent working-class housing …on a scale never 
achieved before. But as communities they were a nullity.’

Andrew Saint, Spread the People: The LCC’s Dispersal Policy, 1889-1965, The 
Hambledon Press, 1989.

‘The role of the municipal council in promoting health and welfare of citizens was at a 
turning point in the years up until the First World War. As municipalities became 
caught up in the town planning movement and the problems of housing, the old ideals 
of ‘social citizenship’ began to fade. The ideal of the future was very much the garden
suburb.’

Helen Meller, Leisure and the Changing City, 1870 – 1914, RKP, 1976



Researched/visited/interviewed/photographe
d 2004 – 2016

Laindon Plotlands

Hadleigh farm colony

Othona Community

Frating Hall Farm

Maylandsea

Silver End

Wickford

Wrabness



II
Radical Essex



Utopian communities & land colonies







III
Transition towns, community land trusts and 

meanwhile uses



Meanwhile Gardens



Dalston Curve Garden



Woodberry Down Wetlands





Thames Gateway & Ebbsfleet Garden City

‘Howard never defined his 
garden city vision by its built 
environment, only by its 
social processes. But in the 
general eagerness to 
pursue utopia, the garden 
city was becoming an urban 
design strategy in the 
narrow sense of the word.’

Rosemary Wakeman



St Clements Community Land Trust



Millennium Greens & Community Orchards




